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Designed to meet the needs of todayâ€™s students, Lowdermilkâ€™s Maternity Nursing, 8th Edition
â€• Revised Reprint addresses the fundamentals of maternity nursing with a concise, focused
presentation of the care of women during the childbearing years. Integrating considerations for
family, culture, and health promotion into the continuum of care, it also addresses community-based
care to emphasize that nursing care takes place in many settings. Maternity Nursing focuses on
childbearing issues and concerns, including care of the newborn, as well as wellness promotion and
management of common womenâ€™s health problems.Critical thinking exercises present case
studies of real-life situations and corresponding critical thinking questions to help you develop your
analytical skills.NEW! A helpful appendix identifies text content that reflects the QSEN
competencies â€• patient-centered care, teamwork and collaboration, evidence-based practice,
quality improvement, safety, and informatics â€• to assist you in developing competencies to provide
safe and effective nursing care.NEW! Focus on the family recognizes the nurseâ€™s need to
integrate the family in the care of the mother and newborn and the importance of the role of the
mother to the wellbeing of the family.NEW! Content updates throughout, including information on
the late preterm infant and associated concerns such as feeding; guidelines on prioritization and
delegation where relevant; and centering pregnancy, a new model of health care that brings women
together in groups for their care.NEW! Evidence-based practice content focuses your attention on
how to use current research to improve patient outcomes. NEW! Improved readability helps you
learn more efficiently with shorter, more focused content discussions.NEW! 21st Century Maternity
Nursing: Culturally Competent, Community Focused chapter combines introductory material,
culture, and community into one chapter to help you focus on key content and concepts.
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Poorly written in terms of organization. When you are assigned this textbook you'll encounter
multiple chapters covering the same subject and still with not enough detail. My classmates and I
would flip through pages, then flip back to another chapter, then find ourselves looking at another
section. Come exam time our heads were always in a twist trying to study and refer to pages with
each other. Navigation while looking for subjects is horrible! For example, try looking up cord
compression, it's not in the index. This is something that is so important and it's not even given
respect in the index. It feels like this book was rushed to print, and even though many editions have
been printed since the first none of the issues or material that needs updated were ever revised.
What's frustrating is that this is also an updated edition with photos that are ancient. Very
disappointing learning experience with this book.

This book is full of glaring inaccuracies, including the statement, I kid you not, "Medical errors are
the leading cause of death in the United States..." Wow. Just wow.Worst of all, even though it is an
8th edition and revised-print released in 2014, there is almost no cited information earlier than 2009,
with most of the cited material being 2007 and earlier.It is incredibly irresponsible for an author and
publisher to release "new" editions without correcting errors or including actually new information.I
was required to get this book by my program, but I will be recommending my professor and program
directors remove it from the OB course and pick a different book.

Numerous blatant errors, outdated info, unnecessarily wordy as if the author was trying to reach a
specific word count...not recommended.

Horrible book, outdated all over the place, contradictory and old. So upset this is the book I need for
my ob class.

Really surprised with the EXCELLENT condition of the book for such a small price!

Good text. Excellent as a companion to lecture in an introductory class.

Used very rarely. Info is old and same as past editions.

Using the book for a class, in addition to other book.
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